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Terms

 Library – The primary organization. Each Desk Tracker Live account is based on a 
single library. 

 Branch – A subgroup within a Desk Tracker Live account. You may add any number of 
branches within your library. Each library must contain at least one branch. 

 Desk – A physical public service location within a branch (e.g., reference desk, journal 
room). Each branch must contain at least one desk. 

 User – Anyone who will login to and use the Desk Tracker Live system. Each user must 
be added by the administrator in the “User/Location Manager.”

Basic Data Entry

Signing In

Each staff member will begin a Desk Tracker Live session by first signing in using their 
user name and password along with their library’s account number, and then specifying
their branch and desk location (only in the case where multiple branches and/or desks 
are in use). Connections to the server will time out after about three hours of 
inactivity. 

My Profile Screen

If the current user has permission to edit their user profile, a “my profile” link will 
appear in the Desk Tracker Live header, next to the library, location, and user 
information. The My Profile screen allows the name and password for the current user 
to be modified. 

Switching Locations

The “switch locations” link is located in the Desk Tracker Live header, next to the 
library, location, and user information. This feature allows the current user to switch to 
another desk without signing out of Desk Tracker Live and signing back in. Only desks 
which the user account has permission to access will appear on the Switch Locations 
screen. 

Since different desks may have different tabs and customizations, it is important to 
close or refresh any other browser windows and tabs after switching locations. 

Standard Entry Mode

To enter data, the user will select one of the data entry tabs available for the desk they
indicated on signing in. On each of these screens, the staff member may submit 
information in two basic ways. 

1. Fill out the form as appropriate and click “Submit.” This method is most like a 
typical web form, and allows the inclusion of all available questions on the page.
For Numeric fields, remember that you can only enter positive whole numbers.
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2. On forms where a “one-click” button is available (these buttons have a 
checkbox image), a staff member can simply click on the appropriate button. 
The data will be submitted and the form will reload. One-click transactions will 
not include any other form fields on the page, only the data point corresponding
to the one-click button (e.g., Purpose of Visit = Technical Assistance). 

Multiple Entries
If the Multiple Entries option is enabled for a data entry form, it is possible to create
numerous identical entries with the settings specified on a form. Fill out the data 
entry, click the “multiple entries” link, enter the number of entries to be made, and 
click submit. 

Required Fields 
Data entry fields that have been set as required by the Desk Tracker Live 
administrator will appear on the forms with a red “required” label. These fields must
be filled out, or the form will fail with an error. 

Warning: Required fields are enforced only on the normal data entry screens, not 
in ticksheet or batch entry modes. If you need required fields, leave these alternate
entry modes disabled. 

Batch Entry Mode

Batch entry mode facilitates quick entry of large numbers of simple transactions, and 
includes a numeric entry box next to each field. Single entries with one data point each 
are generated based on the numbers entered on the forms. When more than one data 
point must be recorded (e.g., Purpose of Visit and Contact Method) use the Multiple 
Entries tool in Standard Entry Mode. 

Ticksheet Entry Mode

Ticksheet entry mode provides a traditional ticksheet form which can be used for 
ongoing entry or printed for offline tracking. Ticksheet mode must be enabled both for 
the page and for the user account. 

In standard entry mode, click the “ticksheet” link next to any field. Use the twenty-five 
ticksheet entry rows to copy over a hand-written ticksheet or record live events. When 
the ticksheet is full, submit the form and it will be cleared for additional entry. Questions
that allow for multiple selections in standard entry mode will also allow multiple entries 
on their ticksheet.

For a printer-friendly, black and white manual ticksheet, simply print the ticksheet page 
from your browser.

Specifying an Event Time
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All events entered through the Desk Tracker Live data entry forms system are “time-
stamped” with the current time by default. This is usually most appropriate for “real-
time” situations such as information desk entry. 

However, users also have the ability to specify a timestamp other than "now" for 
events. This option is appropriate for tracking of classes, reference transactions, and 
other events that are not entered in the Desk Tracker Live system until a later time. 

To specify a time for an event, click the "custom timestamp" link just below the upper 
Submit button on any standard data entry screen, or at the bottom of a ticksheet. The 
expandable help section gives a description of this feature. 

If you do not specify a custom timestamp, Desk Tracker Live will continue to mark data
with the current time.

Surveys

Creating surveys with Desk Tracker is very similar to creating standard staff entry 
forms. Surveys are essentially the same as staff entry forms, with the difference that 
they are accessed anonymously, rather than by signing in to a Desk Tracker Live staff 
account. 

For example, a survey link can be be shared with patrons on a library's website or 
broadcast by email. 

For more on creating and using surveys, see the Administration section. 

Reports: Building Reports

Note: When you first sign into your system, you will have no data, so your 
reports will be blank!

On the main Reports Page, the following elements appear:

 Links to each data entry page are available. Click on one of these links (e.g., 
Activity) and a report with overview data for that page will be displayed. 

 Link to a summary graph of the past month’s activity, for the field with the most
data available for the past month. 

 Link to the Data File Generator, and any other modules included with your 
account.

Report Options – All of the report and download tools can be filtered based on almost
any condition or data point. To get started, expand the Report Options section at the 
top of any report or download page. The following filters may be applied: 
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Choose Reports  (required)– For the bar and line graph reports, it is necessary 
to select one or more reports from the list. A report is available for every question 
included on that tab, plus summary information on the total responses. 

Filter by Location – If you have multiple locations, all reports may be filtered by 
either branch or desk. One or more locations can be selected.

Filter by Users – Select one or more Desk Tracker Live users to limit your report 
to only activity entered by those users.

Filter by Date Range – Use the From and Through to limit reported data to a 
specific date range. 

Filter by Recurring Period – Specify a recurring period to further limit your 
reports according to when they were entered, within the report date range. For 
example, to view data for only Monday afternoons, check Mondays, enter 12:00 PM
in the Beginning Field, and enter 6:00 PM in the Ending Field.

Filter by Response - Use the Response filter to limit your reports to a subset of 
data. For example, if you track Contact Method on your forms, you could limit your 
report to only entries where Walk-in was selected. For a numeric field (e.g., some 
Desk Tracker Live users record Time Spent in Minutes), reports can be limited to 
only those within a specific range. 

Knowledge Tracker – Users with an integrated Knowledge Tracker system can 
limit Desk Tracker Live entries based on whether they have been escalated to a 
Knowledge Tracker help ticket. 

Numeric Report Behavior – For reports that display high/low/average values for 
numeric fields, these options control how blank and “0” entries are treated in the 
calculations. Check one or both boxes to make zero-value and/or blank entries in 
numeric fields count towards high/low/average displays. 

Bar Graph Reports
Style 1
Click the “bar” link next to the name of a data entry tab. On the detailed report page, 
modify the Report Options section as necessary, and click Build Report.

The finished bar graph report series will include one graph for every question included 
on that tab, including follow-up questions.  For questions that include optional text 
(e.g., “Other” responses), a link is provided for a detailed view of text data. 

View Modes – View Mode buttons on graphical detailed reports allow you to toggle
between three primary modes:

 Normal View – A composite view of all data
 Day of Week
 Hour of Day
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Side-By-Side Comparisons – Once one series of graphs have loaded, you can 
load a side-by-side comparison graph series (showing, for example, data for a 
different desk or time period) by modifying the Report Options and clicking the 
Build Comparison Report button at the bottom of the Report Options section. 

After the side-by-side graph series has loaded, it is possible to rebuild either the 
right or left graph series by clicking the Rebuild Right Report or Rebuild Left Report 
buttons. 

Numeric Fields – Graphical data for numeric fields will include the following: 

 Number of Records 
 Sum of All Records 
 Number of Blank/Zero Records - Blank and zero records are not counted

by default in the other numbers. This behavior can be changed in the report 
filter. 

 Lowest Entry 
 Highest Entry 
 Average 

Style 2
Click the “bar 2” link next to the name of a data entry tab. On the detailed report page,
modify the Report Options section as necessary, and click Build Report.

The finished bar graph report series will include one graph for every question included 
on that tab.

View Modes – Clicking the hyperlink titled “view log format” will allow you to view 
a text based report of your bar 2 data.

Export Features – Clicking the box on the upper right side of the graph with three
horizontal lines displayed will allow you to print the graph, and export in the 
following formats:

 PNG image
 JPEG image
 PDF document
 SVG vector image

Pie Chart Reports
Click the “pie” link next to the name of a data entry tab. On the detailed report page, 
modify the Report Options section as necessary, and click Build Report.

The finished line graph report series will include one pie slice for every question 
included on that tab.  Hovering over each slice will reveal exact data figures.

View Modes – Clicking the hyperlink titled “view log format” will allow you to view 
a text based report of your bar 2 data.
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Export Features – Clicking the box on the upper right side of the graph with three
horizontal lines displayed will allow you to print the graph, and export in the 
following formats:

 PNG image
 JPEG image
 PDF document
 SVG vector image

Interactive Line Graph Reports
Click the “line” link next to the name of a data entry tab. On the detailed report page, 
modify the Report Options section as necessary, and click Build Report.

The finished line graph report series will include one interactive line graph for every 
question included on that tab, including follow-up questions.  For questions that include
optional text (e.g., “Other” responses), a link is provided for a detailed view of text 
data. 

Detail Level – The line graphs can be adjusted to show detail at the hourly, daily, 
weekly, monthly, or yearly level, using the links in the Detail Level section. 

Hourly, daily, and weekly detail levels are disabled when the date range would 
result in too many data points to fit in the graph. To enable these options, reduce 
the date range in the Report Options section. 

Mouseover Tips – It is possible to view specific data for each point in the line 
graph by hovering the pointer over the graph. 

Export Features – Clicking the box on the upper right side of the graph with three
horizontal lines displayed will allow you to print the graph, and export in the 
following formats:

 PNG image
 JPEG image
 PDF document
 SVG vector image

Text Reports
This report mode provides a filterable text view of entries. As with the Graph Reports, 
the report can be customized by modifying the Report Options section as necessary 
and then clicking Build Report.

Text reports can be accessed in two ways: 

1. Under Text Reports, click the name of a data entry page.
2. From any Graph Report (see above), click the Log View link near the top of 

the screen. 
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Delete Records – For users with appropriate permission turned on, each entry 
in the Log View will be accompanied by a [delete record] link. This lets you clear
that record from the database. Be sure this is what you want to do – data 
is deleted permanently.  Inaccurate past entries can be deleted and replaced 
with a new entry stamped with the same past time using the Custom 
Timestamp feature.

Crosstab Reports
Crosstab (or “cross tabulation”) reports display the joint distribution of up to three 
variables which may include years (or fiscal years), months, days of week, 
hours of day, user accounts, desks, branches, or any data entry field. 

To access Crosstab Reports, simply click the “crosstab” link next to the name of a data 
entry tab.

In the Report Options section, it is possible to select variables for the tables' Columns 
and Rows, and another variable on which to divide the report into Multiple Tables.  It is
not necessary to set all three options; at minimum either a Rows or Columns variable 
must be selected.

Note: Crosstab reports are a great way to view monthly data. To run a monthly report,
choose “months” for your Columns or Rows option. 

Display   or   Download
Based on the option selected, Crosstab Reports will be either displayed to the 
screen or downloaded to a comma-delimited (.CSV) file format compatible with 
most spreadsheet and database applications. 

The report can be further customized by modifying other sections in the Report Filter, 
as with the Graph and Text Reports, and then clicking Build Report.

Data File Generator – Using the Data File Generator, you can download a raw data 
file of your Desk Tracker Live activity for use in other applications. Expand and 
complete the "Report Options" section, then click "Build Report." Generated files are in 
comma-delimited (.CSV) format and are compatible with most spreadsheet and 
database applications. Below is a description of the columns that appear in generated 
data files. 

Page Filtering
Unlike other Desk Tracker Live reports which provide data specific to one Desk 
Tracker Live page, the Data File Generator includes data from all pages. Download 
files can be limited to data for one or more pages using the “Filter: Page” list in the 
Report Options section. 

Format Options
Two format options are available for generated data files, “Standard Format” and 
“Flat Format”. See the sections below for information on the format options. 

In addition, the following two checkboxes appear in the “File Format” section: 
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 Strip linefeeds from text data – Forces text entries into a single line for 
cleaner download files. 

 Split date and time into separate columns – Displays the date & time of 
entries in two columns. By default, date and time appear in a single column.

Data File Generator columns (Standard Format) 

Column Name Description

response_set The unique id of the response set. A response set includes all of
the data submitted on a data entry page. For example, if you 
fill out "Contact Type" and "Purpose of Visit" fields on your 
"Activity" page*, the generated file would contain one row for 
each of the two responses, each with the same response_set 
value. The response_set column allows you to group your 
responses by page submission.

* Your form may vary

response_id The unique id of the response. Each row will have a different 
value in the response_id field.

parent_response_id For follow-up responses only. The parent_response_id 
corresponds to the response_id of the question which triggered 
the follow-up. Use this field to link an initial data submission 
with all of the subsequent follow-up data.

date_time The time and date of the data entry. The time value reflects 
your timezone. Remember, the timestamp is determined by the
Desk Tracker Live server, and is not related to the clock 
settings on the local computer.

page The name of the data entry page, or tab, by which the data was
submitted.

question The title of the question, or data entry field.

response The selected response.

optional_text Any text submitted along with the response. For text based 
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questions, or responses with an optional text box.

user The user signed in when the data was submitted

branch The branch where the data was submitted.

desk The desk where the data was submitted.

library The library where the data was submitted.

Data File Generator columns (Flat Format) 

Column Name Description

response_set_id The unique id of the response set. A response set includes 
all of the data submitted on a standard data entry form, or
on any single row of a ticksheet form. 

parent_response_set_id For follow-up responses only. The parent_response_set_id 
column corresponds to the response_set_id column of the 
form entry which triggered the follow-up. Use this field to 
link an initial data submission with all of the subsequent 
follow-up data. 

date_time The time and date of the data entry. The time value 
reflects your timezone. Remember, the timestamp is 
determined by the Desk Tracker Live server, and is not 
related to the clock settings on the local computer.

page The name of the data entry page, or tab, by which the 
data was submitted.

user The user signed in when the data was submitted

branch The branch where the data was submitted.

desk The desk where the data was submitted.

library The library where the data was submitted.
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Form Field Columns Data files generated in Flat Format will contain columns for
every data entry field contained in the data, plus separate 
columns for optional text entered with radio and checkbox 
data. For example, using the form layout described above,
there would be data columns labeled Contact Type, 
Contact Type (text), Purpose of Visit, and Purpose of
Visit (text). Where multiple responses are recorded in a 
single entry for a checkbox field, several columns will 
appear for the field. For example, entries with multiple 
purposes of visit will be accommodated with additional 
columns labeled Purpose of Visit (2), Purpose of Visit 
(2) text, etc. 

Reports:  Saved and Pinned Reports, Delivery, and Alerts

Saving Reports
Clicking on the Save Report checkbox near the bottom of the Report Options section 
will cause a link to appear in the saved reports section of the Reports: Statistics 
screen. 

Note that the report criteria is saved, and not the data itself, so the report will show 
current numbers each time it is run. 

Pinned Reports [Desk Tracker Live ONLY]
Pinned reports appear in the form of a sum in the header of every Desk Tracker screen
and highlight automatically whenever new activity, anywhere, causes the sum to 
change. Pinned reports are a handy way to monitor activity in real time, and also 
provide one-click access to any report. 

To use this feature, simply click the [pin to my dashboard] link under any saved report.

Scheduled Report Delivery [Desk Tracker Live ONLY]
Saved reports can be delivered to multiple recipients either immediately or according 
to a schedule. An email message will be delivered to all recipients containing a link to 
the report. A Desk Tracker login is not required to access reports delivered in this way.
Remember that with any saved report, it is the report criteria that is saved, and not 
the data itself, so the report will always show current numbers as of the time the link is
clicked. 

To use this feature, click the [schedule delivery] link under any saved report. 

Alerts [Desk Tracker Live ONLY]
With alerts, you and your colleagues can be notified instantly by email when certain 
activity conditions are met. For example, when the rate of questions at a service point 
rises over a set level, additional staff can be automatically notified. 
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On the Reports: Statistics screen, click View Recent Totals and Set Alerts in the Alerts 
section. Fill out any filters as you would with any report, then click the Create Alert 
button. In the additional fields which appear, specify your alert threshold, and how the 
monitoring and notification system should behave. New alerts will appear in the Alerts 
section of the Reports: Statistics screen. 

Administration

To view administrative tools, click on the Manage tab. 

Adding Pages
To add a new data entry page, click the New Tab link in the Page List section. On the 
following screen, enter a tab name and click Create. To begin using a new page, you 
must first add data entry fields to it and make it available to one or more desks. 

Deleting Pages
Next to each page listed in the Page List section is a red delete button which allows the
page to be permanently deleted. If you have only one data entry page, you cannot 
delete it. 

Managing Pages
For each data entry page, a link corresponding to the tab label appears in the Page List
which provides access the respective page editor. 

Renaming Data Entry Tabs
The labels on Desk Tracker Live's three data entry tabs can be changed through
the management interface. These tabs are labeled "Activity," "Suggestions," 
and "Materials" by default, but can now be renamed according to your needs. 
To change a tab, just click the Manage tab, and choose the tab you would like 
to change under "Page List." On the page management screen, locate the 
"rename tab" link towards the top. Tab names are limited to 11 characters.

One or Two-column Display for Entry Forms
Data entry forms can be displayed in either one or two columns. Click “display 
questions in two columns” at the top of the page management screen. Click 
“display questions in one column” to switch back. Note that two-column layout 
may not be ideal for fields with lengthy text, or for libraries that use hand-held 
devices for data entry.

Page View Options
Click the “view options” link to enable standard, batch, and ticksheet entry 
modes, and to choose which mode appears by default. See below for 
descriptions of these modes. 

Managing Fields
Click the pencil icon next to a question to open a list of options. 

Adding a New Field (Question)
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Data entry tabs can contain an unlimited number of fully customizable fields. 
Take the following steps to add a new field: 

a) Click the "Manage" tab
b) Under "Page List," click the name of the tab you would like to work with 

(e.g., "Activity”). The page management screen for that tab will appear.
c) Click the "Add New Field" link near the top of the page.
d) Fill out the field details, modify the location information if desired, and 

click the "Add" button.

Field (Question) Types
For data can be collected using a variety of form elements. The following 
summarizes the types available when adding a new field: 

 Radio Buttons. 
List of options. Only one selection is possible.

 Check Boxes - Multiple selections possible.
List of options. Multiple selections possible. 

 One-Click
List of options. Clicking on a response automatically submits the form, 
bypassing any other elements on the form. 

 Drop-Down Menu - Only one selection possible.
List of options in a drop-down menu. Minimizes scrolling and is best for 
large lists (when building large lists, remember to take advantage of the 
full customization service included with Desk Tracker Live). 

 Big Text Box
Multiple line text box for capturing comments, questions, chat 
transcripts, and other lengthy text. 

 Small Text Box
Single line text box. 

 Numeric Entry Box
Single line text box that accepts only numeric entry, and calculates  
high/low/average data on graph reports. 

 Gate Count
A numeric field that includes the ability to calculate its entry from the 
difference of two numbers (e.g., beginning and ending gate counts). 

 Date
Calendar pop-up for tracking additional date information. Remember that
the “timestamp” is always automatically recorded with each form entry 
and can be manually specified by clicking the “Custom Timestamp” link. 

 Date & Time
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Calendar pop-up with time entry. See notes for “Date” type. 

 Help Text 
Not a question but one method for including documentation on data 
entry tabs. See “Adding Documentation and Tips” section.

Adding Documentation and Tips
Data entry tabs can include customized instructions or information for users. 
This text can take the form of documentation positioned at any location on the 
data entry form, or can be included as “tips” under a specific fields (questions). 

 Documentation – Documentation can be inserted at any point on a 
data entry tab. 

1) Follow steps a-d under the “Adding a New Field” section, above. 
Select “Help Text” for the “Question Type” option. The “Question Text
Here” section can be filled out or left blank. 

2) In the “Edit Text” box that appears, enter the text you would like to 
appear on the tab. Click the “style options” for instructions on basic 
formatting. 

 Tips – Tips are associated with a specific field and can be hidden until 
the user clicks on a “help” link. 

1) On the page management screen (see the “Adding a New Field” 
section, above), click the pencil icon next to a field. 

2) In the list of options that appears, click “add help.”

3) In the “Edit Text” box on the following screen, enter text for the new 
tip. Click the “style options” for instructions on basic formatting. 

4) Under “Display Options,” specify whether the tip should be visible 
always, or if the user can show (expand) and hide (collapse) the tip. 

Adding a New Response (Answer)
To add a new response (answer) to an existing data entry field, click the “add 
response” link under the data entry field, then specify the name or label for the 
new response.

Edit Existing Fields and Responses
The name or label for fields and responses can be edited by clicking the 
“rename” link adjacent to either a field or response on the page management 
screen. 

Note: Only use this tool to correct typos and formatting issues. Do not enter a 
name that changes the meaning of the field or response. The new name will 
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appear on all reports and data downloads. If the new name changes the 
meaning of the field or response, your report data will be compromised. 

Specifying Which Desks Will See Each Question. 
Because each location can have a unique data entry form, after adding a new 
desk, you must specify which questions will appear   on its forms. This section 
describes the process of assigning questions to locations. 

There are two ways to control which questions show up where:

1) To specify the desks where an existing question will show up, click on the
"limit desks" link next to that field in the page management screen. The 
form that follows will have checkboxes for each location in your library. 
Select/deselect as you like and click the "Yes" button. 

2) When you add a new field (click the "add new field" link on a page 
management screen), the detail page that follows will have an area labeled 
"Select the desks that will see this question." Below are checkboxes for each
location in your library (all checked by default). Select/deselect as you like, 
fill out the other field details and click the "Add" button.

Follow-ups 
Forms can be configured to gather follow-up data based on form selections. For 
example, if an entry form includes a “Purpose of Visit” question with a 
“Directions” option, staff may wish to enter “Where to?” when that option is 
selected.

1) Open the page management screen for the desired tab (click the Manage
tab, then the link for the correct tab).

2) Click the pencil icon next to the option which should trigger the followup 
(“Directions” in the example above) then click add follow-up. 

3) Enter details for the follow-up question, and select one of two options for
follow-up behavior: 

a) Same Form.  Recommended. The Followup question will appear on 
the main entry form, when the triggering answer is clicked. Followup 
data will be recorded as part of the same entry.

b) New Form. Previous Desk Tracker behavior. The Followup question 
will appear on a new form after the main form is submitted. Followup
data will be recorded as a new entry.

Default Responses
Standard single-selection and multiple-selection questions (question types 
“radio” and “checkbox”) offer the option to specify default responses. A default 
response will be pre-selected on all data entry forms. To set a default response,
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click the “set as default” link next to the response in the appropriate 
management page. Click “unset default” link to undo an answer’s default status.
Multiple default responses can be specified for multiple-selection (checkbox) 
questions only. 

Required Fields
Any data entry field can be set as required. Required fields will be labeled as 
such on each data entry form and, if left blank, will cause the data entry form to
fail with an error without recording any data. To set a field as required, take the
following steps: 

3) Open the page management screen for the desired tab (click the Manage
tab, then the link for the correct tab).

4) Click the set as required link next to the required field. The field is now 
required. Required fields will show a set as optional link instead, allowing the
required status to be removed.

Hide vs. Remove
Clicking on the hide link next to a question or answer will hide that item from all
data entry screens, but will not affect stored data and you will be able to restore
the item at any time. Conversely, clicking on the remove link will permanently 
remove the item and all related data from the system. 

Reordering Fields
Clicking on the “reorder” option next to a field allows a question to be manually 
repositioned on the data entry tab. 

Alternatively, by clicking and holding the crosshair icon to the left of the pencil 
icon next to a question title, you can drag-and-drop the question to reposition it
on the data entry tab.

Reordering Responses
Clicking on the “reorder” option next to a response allows responses to be 
reordered using one of two methods. Select an option and click “Update.” 

1) Alphabetize all answers for this question 

2) Manually reorder a single answer

Alternatively, by clicking and holding the crosshair icon to the left of the pencil 
icon next to an answer choice, you can drag-and-drop the answer choice to 
reposition it within the answer choices.

Data Merge
The data merge feature allows you to merge two answer choices together.  This
should be used when you want the data from two different answer choices to be
reported as one data point per submission.  
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Click on the pencil icon next to the answer choice that you would like to merge, 
and then select “merge.”  Using the drop down menus within the “Into this one”
section, select the Page, Question, and Answer for which you want the chosen 
answer choice to be merged.

Surveys
Surveys are essentially standard Desk Tracker forms which are accessed anonymously 
via a URL rather than by signing in as a Desk Tracker user. 

Surveys are designed to be used by patrons, faculty, or in any situation where you 
would like to gather data anonymously or from people who are not Desk Tracker Live 
users. 

Sharing Pages
A Desk Tracker Live page becomes a survey when you share it. In addition, 
sharing lets you limit access to certain staff-only Desk Tracker forms in ways 
not possible with standard page administration. 

Use the following steps to create a shared Desk Tracker Live page: 

3) Create a new page (see the Adding Pages section, above) or select an 
existing page to use as a survey. 

4) (Open the page management screen for the page (click the Manage tab, 
then the link for the correct tab).

5) Click the “share” link in the “View Options” section. 

 Who – Determines what type of person can access the page. 
Anonymous - Anyone can access the page without being 
signed into Desk Tracker Live. 
Desks - Page can be accessed by anyone signed into Desk 
Tracker Live at the specified location. 
Users - Page can be accessed only by the specified user. 

 Start/End – Date range during which the page is shared. Use the 
start/end dates to expire or delay a survey. 

 Options
Limit anonymous entries to one per user – If this option 
is turned on, Desk Tracker Live will attempt to limit a user to 
a single entry using browser cookies. 
Accept replies – If this option is turned on, the survey will 
include a contact box that allows participants to send a 
communication to the library. Such replies will generate an 
active request in the Tickets section, and will be handled like 
other incoming requests according to any assignment or 
notification rules. 
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Share Details
Click on a share in the “Publication” section to open a detail screen. 

 Fields – Select which fields should be visible to survey 
participants. 

 Share URL – This is the direct link to the survey. If you are 
distributing the survey link using the Desk Tracker Live email 
system, you will be able to insert the link into your message 
using the editor tools. 

 Follow-up Action – This option determines whether the 
participant will see a confirmation message or be redirected to
another webpage on completing the survey. 

User/Location Manager
The User/Location Manager allows administrative users to add, remove, and modify 
branches, desks, and users. Simply click on the appropriate link for the action you 
would like to take. 

Branches
Multiple Desk Version only. System administrators can add unlimited new 
branches by clicking on “Add Branch” and entering a name for the branch and 
that branch's first desk. Branches can optionally have a timezone different than 
the default for the library system. 

Desks
Multiple Desk Version only. System administrators and branch administrators 
can add unlimited new desks by clicking on “Add Desk” and entering a name for
the desk as well as selecting a branch. Branch administrators can only add 
desks within their branch(es). 

Linking Pages and Desks
On the details screen for a desk, data entry pages which appear at that desk 
are listed in the Current Tabs section. Other pages are listed in the Available 
Tabs section, and can be added to the desk by clicking the green “plus” button 
next to the tab label. 

Clicking the red “minus” button next to a tab label in the Current Tabs section 
removes it from that desk. Note: Clicking the “default” button next to a tab 
label causes that page to open automatically when a user signs in at that desk. 

User Levels and Location Administration
User accounts can be granted one of four basic permission levels. With the 
exception of system administrators, user accounts can also be restricted to 
certain locations. 

 Data Entry – Most restrictive user account type. Access to data entry 
forms but not reports or management tools. Can be restricted to one or 
more desks. 
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 Data Entry + Reports – Access to data entry forms and reports. Can 
be restricted to one or more desks. 

 Data Entry + Reports + Edit/Delete Entries – Access to data entry 
forms and reports. Can edit or delete records in text. Can be restricted to
one or more desks. 

 Branch Administrator – Full access, including user administration and 
form setup, for one or more branches. Branch administrators cannot 
make any changes that affect locations outside their branch(es). For 
example, they cannot modify any form that is accessible at other 
branches. 

 System Administrator – Full access to all features of Desk Tracker Live
and all locations. 

Other User Options

 My Profile – Enables the “My Profile” link at the top of the screen which 
allows user to modify their own name and password. 

 Ticksheet Entry Mode – Enables ticksheet entry mode. If permission is 
on, a “ticksheet” link will appear next to all applicable questions (see 
Ticksheet Entry Mode section, above).

 Home Tab – If set, the home tab will open automatically when the user 
signs in. The tab must be enabled at the user's selected location. 

Support

Access a full library of support videos and step-by-step instructions related to the video lessons 
by hovering over the “Support” menu found at the top of each Desk Tracker Plus or Live page, 
and clicking the “Support Videos” link.

For additional information on Compendium Library Services, and to view products including our 
Desk Tracker and Knowledge Tracker systems, visit www.compendiumlib.com.  Contact us by any
of the methods below with questions.

Phone: (970) 472-7979
Email: info@compendiumlib.com
Request customization or product support: www.compendiumlib.com/technical-support
Make a suggestion, ask a question, or request a demo or quote: 
www.compendiumlib.com/information-request
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